Genetic abnormalities are common in patients with multiple myeloma, and may deregulate gene products involved in tumor survival, proliferation, metabolism and drug resistance. In particular, translocations may result in a high expression of targeted genes (termed spike expression) in tumor cells. We identified spike genes in multiple myeloma cells of patients with newly-diagnosed myeloma and investigated their prognostic value.
Introduction
Multiple myeloma is a molecularly heterogeneous disease with recurrent gene translocations, amplifications and deletions in the MM cells detected by conventional cytogenetics, interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization (iFISH) and more recently by whole genome DNA copy number microarray analysis.
1,2 MM is broadly divided into hyperdiploid MM (45% of cases) and non-hyperdiploid MM (40%). Hyperdiploid MM harbor odd chromosome duplications and non-hyperdiploid MM recurrent translocations.
These recurrent translocations are t(11;14)(q13;q32) involving CCND1 gene and t(4;14)(p16.3;q32) involving MMSET/WHSC1 and FGFR3 genes in 15% of patients each, and less frequent translocations involving C-MAF, MAFB and cyclin D3. t(4;14)(p16.3;q32) translocation is associated with a poor prognosis. 3 Additional genetic events involve chromosome 13 deletion in 50% of the patients, chromosome 17p deletion in 10%, chromosome 12 deletion in 12%, chromosome 1p loss in 30% and 1q gain in 36%. 1, 2, 4 Point mutations have also been identified targeting the ras pathway 5, 6 and the NK-kB pathway. 7, 8 Array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) or single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarrays have made it possible to confirm the classification of patients into two major groups, hyperdiploid MM characterized by odd chromosome duplications and non-hyperdiploid MM, and have identified numerous microalterations, some with prognostic value. 2, 3, 9, 10 These translocations, amplifications or deletions could result in either gain-or loss-of-function in genes encoding for proteins that may control tumor cell survival, proliferation and motility. 11 They could result in aberrant-or overexpression of genes directly targeted by the genetic abnormality or of genes whose expression is induced by the product of the targeted gene. 12, 13 This is the case since whole genome transcriptome analysis of purified MM cells from large cohort of patients [14] [15] [16] made it possible to classify patients into seven molecular subgroups, five of which associated with recurrent translocations or hyperdiploidy. Subsets of genes whose expression in MM cells is associated with poor or good prognosis were also indentified using whole genome transcriptome microarray. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In the case of recurrent translocations, the translocated genes have a spike expression, i.e. they are highly expressed in MM cells from the fraction of patients with the translocation compared to the remaining patients of the whole cohort. The most prominent examples are FGFR3 and MMSET in patients with t(4;14)(p16.3;q32), and CCND1 in those with t(11;14)(q13;q32). [22] [23] [24] Given these observations, we hypothesized that a gene with strong overexpression in MM cells of a fraction of patients (termed spike gene) could have some implications in MM disease. We present a method to identify and rank spike genes in patients with newly-diagnosed MM. We identified 2587 genes/expressed sequence tags (EST) with a spike expression starting from a cohort of 206 newly-diagnosed patients. Genes involved in known recurrent translocations in MM had the highest spike score. Spike genes were significantly enriched in 149 out of the 862 identified chromosome bands, and 53 of these 149 spike bands were associated with either bad or good prognosis making it possible to define a spike band score with high prognostic value.
Design and Methods

Patients' samples and gene expression data
MM cells were purified from the 206 patients with newly-diagnosed MM after written informed consent was given at the University Hospitals of Heidelberg (Germany) or Montpellier (France) as described elsewhere. 25 The clinical characteristics of the Heidelberg and Montpellier (HM) cohort are provided in Online Supplementary Table S1 . The study was approved by the ethics boards of the University Hospitals of Heidelberg and Montpellier. Gene expression of purified MM cells was profiled using Affymetrix U133 2.0 plus microarrays as described elsewhere 26 and data were normalized using the MAS5 Affymetrix algorithm with a scaling factor of 100. The .CEL and MAS5 files are deposited in the ArrayExpress public database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), under accession number E-MTAB-362, user: Reviewer_E-MTAB-362, password: 1284054153439. We also used publicly available MAS5 normalized GEP data (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/, accession number GSE2658) from purified MM cells of a cohort of 345 patients (UAMS-TT2 cohort) treated with the Total Therapy 2 protocol at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS, Little Rock, USA). 27 As iFISH data were not available for UAMS-TT2 patients, t(4;14) translocation was evaluated using MMSET spike expression 21 and del17p13 surrogated by the level of TP53. 28 Publicly-available gene expression profiling (GEP) data from 39 human myeloma cell lines (HMCL) were used (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/, accession numbers E-TABM-937 and E-TABM-1088). The phenotypic, functional and molecular characteristics of these 39 HMCL have been reported elsewhere.
26
Identification of spike genes and definition of a spike score Spike genes are defined as genes whose expression in MM cells is high in a subgroup of patients only. We used the following series of filters to pick up these spike probe sets. The first filter used the coefficient of variation (CV), i.e. the ratio of standard deviation to mean, and the maximum signal (MS) of probe set signals across samples. The CV and the MS of each of the 54613 probe sets on Affymetrix U133 2.0 plus arrays were computed and their distributions are shown in Online Supplementary Figure S1A . There is a large number of probe sets with low variability and/or low expression. Out of the 54613 probe sets, 9151 had a CV or MS higher than the median values of the CV and MS in the HM cohort (Online Supplementary Figure S1A) . The second filter used the box plot probe set signal distribution to identify extreme values ("outliers"). It selected probe sets whose signal in some patients was ≥ Q3+3*IQR, Q3 being quartile 3 of the probe set signals among patients' samples and IQR the interquartile range (Q3-Q1). The number of probe sets for which the percentage of patients with a signal ≥ Q3+3*IQR was higher or equal to a given percentage is plotted in Online Supplementary Figure S1B . For about half the 9151 filter 1 probe sets, the frequency was ≥1%. We selected the 4223 probe sets with a frequency >1%, probing for 2587 unique genes/EST with known chromosomal localization (Online Supplementary Figure S1B) . Once spike probe sets had been selected, they were ranked using a score measuring the distance of the mean expression of signals in patients with spike expression (i.e. ≥ Q3+3*IQR) from the mean value of signals in patients with nonspike expression. The following score was used: log2[(Mean(sign a l s ≥ Q 3 + 3 * I Q R ) -M e a n ( s i g n a l s < Q 3 + 3 * I Q R ) / S D (signals<Q3+3*IQR)]. The higher the spike score of a given probe set is, the more likely a spike expression is. For a given gene/EST, when several spike probe sets were identified, the probe set with the highest spike score was used. 2 comprising a MM expression array (n=258) and MM 250K Nsp mapping array (n=114), were used to further investigate the link between spiking and copy number alteration. This data set, available under GEO accession number GSE21349, also includes a 250K Nsp mapping array of peripheral white blood cells (n = 80) used as the normal counterpart.
Quality control, probe level normalization and copy number analysis were carried out with Affymetrix Genotyping Console software (GTC) 4.0. Copy number analysis was performed using peripheral white blood cells for comparison and the default settings in GTC. For copy number segment analysis, the GTC segment-reporting tool was used to identify regions in the genome with a setting of at least 40 markers showing consensus for gain or loss spanning at least a 100-kb region. Considering that the median spacing of the markers of this array is 2.5 Kb, one would expect 40 SNP markers per 100-kb region. Results of the segment analysis were used to compare aberrant regions.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization
iFISH analysis was performed on CD138-purified plasma cells as described previously, 19, 30, 31 using a set of probes for the chromosomal regions 1q21, 6q21, 8p21, 9q34, 11q23, 11q13, 13q14.3, 14q32, 15q22, 17p13, 19q13, and 22q11, as well as the translocations t(4;14)(p16.3;q32.3) and t(11;14)(q13;q32.3) (Poseidon-probes, Madison, WI, USA). Ploidy status and clonal/subclonal aberrations for a single aberration (i.e. present in ≥ 60% versus 20-59% of assessed MM cells) were defined as published. 32 A modified copy number score (CS) 32, 33 (excluding gains of 1q21) and the score described by Wuilleme et al.(CSW) , 34 using chromosomes 5, 15, and 19, were applied to assess ploidy. As regards the absolute number of chromosomal aberrations, 163 patients were assessed for the t(4;14)(p16.3;q32.3) and t(11;14)(q13;q32,3) translocations as well as numerical aberrations of the chromosomal regions 11q13, 11q23, 1q21, 17p13, 13q14.3, and 14q32.
Spectral karyotyping on human myeloma cell lines
Spectral karyotyping (SKY) was performed on 12 HMCL by Dr. Protopopov (DFCI, Boston, USA). The image acquisition and identification of breakpoints on the SKY-painted chromosomes was performed as described previously. 35, 36 Prognostic value of chromosome (sub)bands containing spiked genes Among the 862 reported chromosome bands and sub-bands 37 (http://genome.ucsc.edu/), the "spike" (sub)bands with significantly increased frequency of spike genes out of the genes located in the (sub)band were identified using a χ 2 test and Benjamini Hochberg multiple testing correction (P≤0.05). A minimal number of four spike genes/(sub)band was chosen to make it possible to perform a χ 2 test with calculated numbers of four or more. For each patient and for each spike (sub)band, the mean expression of the signals of spike genes located in this band was computed and termed spike (sub)band expression (SBE). The prognostic value of the SBE of each band, computed using a maximally selected rank test from R package MaxStat (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/maxstat/index.html) on the HM patient cohort and the Benjamini Hochberg multiple correction, yielded 55 spike (sub)bands with prognostic value.
Building a spike band score
A spike band score (SBS) was built for each patient to group the information of the 53 prognostic (sub)bands within one parameter. For each prognostic (sub)band and for each patient, the product of the Wald statistic value and odd's ratio determined with the MaxStat package was weighted by +1 if the patient's SBE was above the Maxstat cutoff, and by -1 if it was below or equal to this cutoff. The SBS of a given patient is the sum of these parameters for the 53 prognostic (sub)bands. Patients from the same cohort were ranked according to increasing SBS and for a given value S, the difference in survival of patients with a SBS < S or ≥ S was computed, making it possible to define the SBS value with a maximum difference in survival using the maximally selected rank test from R package MaxStat.
Statistical analysis
Gene expression profiles were analyzed with our bioinformatics platform (RAGE, http://rage.montp.inserm.fr) 38 and with the Amazonia website (http://amazonia.montp.inserm.fr/). 39 The statistical significance of differences in survival between groups of patients was calculated using the log-rank test. An event was defined as relapse (for event-free survival) or as death (for overall survival). Multivariate analysis was performed using the Cox proportional hazards model. Survival curves were plotted using the Kaplan-Meier method. All these analyses were done with R.2.10.1 (http://www.r-project.org/) and bioconductor version 2.5. 40, 41 Gene annotation and networks were generated through the use of Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (Ingenuity® Systems, www.ingenuity.com).
Results
Classification of spike probe sets
We identified 2587 unique spike genes/EST (Online Supplementary Table S2 ) using the adjustable filter parameters described in the Design and Methods section (Online Supplementary Figure S1 ). We chose to start with a large spike gene list to apply further selection criteria based on patients' overall survival data to identify prognostic spike genes. The spike score of the 2587 genes/EST ranged from 1.85 to 10.08 according to the frequency distribution ( Figure  1 ). To provide a quick overview of the value of the score of spike genes in the following figures, we arbitrarily split the spike genes/EST into five nearly equally sized categories (I to V according to decreasing spike score), each comprising 502-525 genes/EST (Figure 1 and Online Supplementary Figure S2 ). Affymetrix signals of the selected genes from each of the five categories are depicted in Online Supplementary Figure S3 .
Spiking mechanisms
As reviewed recently, 12, 13 gene overexpression in cancer cells could be explained by various mechanisms: translocation, amplification, point mutation, epigenetic control, or secondary activation by an amplified activator, or functional activation as for genes coding for proliferation-regulating proteins. Translocation acts as a spiking mechanism as evi- 
CFH/1q31
XG6: der(1)t(1;7)(7qter-7q22::1q31-1q10::1q10-1qter) SKMM2: der(4)t(4;9;13;14) (:14p13-4q13::14q22-14q31::4q13-4q35::9q21-9q34::13q22-13qter JJN3: der (12) Figure 2 shows the data for the CFH gene located on 1q31 with a spike expression in XG6 HMCL only, presenting a der(1)t(1;7)(7qter-7q32::1q31-1q10::1q10-1qter). None of the 11 remaining HMCL had a rearrangement involving the 1q31 locus. Other examples are the EMP1 (12p13.1) and NID2 genes (14q22.1) with spike expression in the JJN3 and SKMM2 cell lines, respsectively ( Figure 2 ). JJN3 has a der (12) 
Copy number alterations did not result in spiked gene expression
iFISH and GEP data were available for 163 of the 206 patients of the HM cohort. Chromosome regions 11q13, 9q34 and 15q22 were gained in 82 of these 163 patients without spike gene expression (data not shown). This is particularly the case for aberrant but low CCND1 expression due to a gain in 11q13 copy number without t(11;14)(q13;q32.3) translocation (assayed with a CCDN1 iFISH probe on MM cells from 163 patients). 42 Only one of these 73 patients (1.4%) with 11q13 gain had a spike CCND1 expression compared to 88% of the 25 patients with t(11;14)(q13;q32.3) translocation. A link between copy number alterations (CNA) and spike genes was also investigated in the ICR cohort of 81 patients for whom both Affymetrix U133 plus 2.0 transcriptome data and GeneChip Mapping 500K Array set data were available (GEO accession number GSE21349). Spiking was not significantly associated with CNA of small DNA regions. Using the ICR cohort, we found 687 spike genes located in the 269 DNA cytobands amplified in at least five patients (to be able to perform statistical comparisons). For all except one of these 687 spike genes, the spiking frequency was not significantly different between patients with CNA in the corresponding DNA region and those without (data not shown). Only the spiking frequency of FBXO32 gene was significantly associated with increased 8q24.13 band.
To investigate whether genes could also show a spiked expression due to genetic events targeting their regulation (e.g. transcription factors targeted by translocations), we analyzed the network of genes correlated with the two most highly spiked genes coding for transcription factors: MAF and MMSET. As seen in Figure 3 , nine spike genes were strongly and directly correlated with MAF expression. Five of these nine genes belong to category I spike genes, three to category II and one gene to category III. Eight spike genes were strongly correlated with MMSET expression, including five genes in category I, two in category II and one in category III. Thus, spike genes in categories I and II comprise genes involved in known translocations or genes activated by an amplified transcription factor. Recently, a census of human cancer genes was made 12, 13 and an updated list of 427 causal cancer genes, about 2% of the human genes, is available at the Sanger database (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP/Census/). Of interest, 18% (76 genes) of these 427 cancer genes were spiked in MM cells, indicating that the current method makes it possible to enrich census cancer genes significantly (P<0.01) (Online Supplementary Table S5 ).
The frequency of spike genes is significantly increased in selected chromosome (sub)bands
Spike genes were located on all 24 chromosomes. The frequencies of spike genes in the long arms of chromosomes was higher than those in short arms, mirroring the higher number of genes in long arms than in short arms (χ Table S6 ). These 149 (sub)bands are termed spike (sub)bands and their localization is shown in Figure 4A . Fifteen out of the 149 spike (sub)bands had more than ten spike genes. They are located on ten chromosomes (1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 19 and X) (Online Supplementary Table S7 ). Figure 4B shows the three (sub)bands with ≥ ten spike genes for the highly spiked chromosome 1. 
Prognostic values of spike (sub)bands using training and test patient cohorts
To look for a prognostic value of a given spike (sub)band, its expression was defined for each patient as the mean of the signals of the spike genes within this (sub)band. Using this parameter, 55 of the 149 spike (sub)bands had prognostic value as determined using the R package MaxStat function and multiple testing correction in the HM cohort. Online Supplementary Table S8 displays these 55 (sub)bands with good or bad prognosis ranked according to their P value using Cox univariate analysis. The list of the 344 spike genes located in these prognostic (sub)bands is also given as well as the known characteristics of the proteins they encode for (Online Supplementary Table S9) . Online Supplementary Figure S5 shows the survival Kaplan Meier curves of the four spike (sub)bands with the worst prognosis and the four with the best prognosis. The prognostic information provided by these 55 prognostic spike (sub)bands was summed within a SBS, as defined in the Design and Methods section. The SBS had prognostic value when used as a continuous variable (P≤10 -4 ). Patients of the HM cohort were ranked according to increased SBS, and for a given S value, the difference in survival of patients with a SBS ≤ S or > S was computed. A maximum difference in overall survival was obtained with a SBS cut-point of -103.8, splitting patients into a high-risk group (SBS > -103.8) and a low-risk group (SBS ≤ -103.8). The number of spike prognostic bands could be reduced from 55 to 53 without losing the prognostic power of the SBS. A further decrease in the number of spike prognostic bands down to 28 increased the prognostic value of the score (P value decreased by 23%), but with a decrease in the number of patients with a poor prognosis (from 24% to 17%), which is not desirable. Thus, 53 spike prognostic bands were used to build the SBS and are outlined with an asterisk in Online 
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Supplementary Table S8 . A maximum difference in overall survival was obtained with a SBS cut-point of -104.3, splitting patients into a high-risk group of 23.8% patients (SBS > -104.3) with a median overall survival of 27.4 months and a low-risk group of 76.2% patients (SBS ≤ -104.3) in whom the median survival was not reached ( Figure 5 ). The prognostic value of the SBS was compared with standard prognostic variables, including t(4;14), del17p, two previouslypublished gene expression-based risk scores (UAMS-HRS 17 and IFM
18
) and the gene expression based proliferation index (GPI). 43 By univariate Cox analysis, the SBS, UAMS-HRS, IFM-score and GPI had prognostic value as well as spike MMSET, del17p, β2m, albumin and ISS using the HM patient cohort (Online Supplementary Table S10 ). When compared two by two, only the SBS and del17p remained significant. When these parameters were tested together, only SBS and del17p were prognostic. The strong prognostic value of the SBS in the HM cohort is hardly surprising since the SBS was built using this cohort. It was, therefore, interesting to look at the prognostic value of the score in an independent cohort of 345 patients from UAMS treated with TT2 therapy (UAMS-TT2 cohort). The SBS for each patient of the UAMS-TT2 cohort was computed using parameters defined with the HM cohort, and patients were split into two groups using the percentages defined with the HM cohort. The SBS was prognostic in the UAMS-TT2 cohort. The median overall survival of patients within the high score group was 56 months and not reached in the second group (P<0.0001) ( Figure 5 ). Using Cox univariate analysis, the UAMS-HRS, IFM and GPI scores as well as spike MMSET and del17p also had prognostic value. β2m, albumin and ISS could not be evaluated since these data were not publicly available. Comparing these prognostic factors two by two, the SBS remained significant compared to the UAMS-HRS, IFM, GPI, spike MMSET, and del17p in the UAMS-TT2 cohort (Online Supplementary Table S10) . When these parameters were tested together, only HR, spike MMSET and del17p were prognostic in the UAMS-TT2 cohort.
Clinical and biological characteristics of patients with high and low spike (sub)band score
Patients age ≥ 65 years, with high β2-microglobulin, low albumin, high C-reactive protein, low hemoglobin, or ISS stages II or III were over-represented among patients with a high-risk SBS (P≤0.05). Other clinical data -Salmon Durie staging, light or heavy chain isotype, occurrence of bone lesions, and serum levels of lactate dehydrogenase -were not significantly different between the SBS high-risk and low-risk groups (Online Supplementary Table S11 ).
Discussion
We have demonstrated that spike genes -i.e. genes overexpressed in MM cells from a fraction of newly-diagnosed patients -are significantly clustered in 149 out of the 862 documented bands and sub-bands, which we termed spike (sub)bands. More than one third (55) of these spike (sub)bands are associated with bad (24.2%) or good (12.8%) prognosis using stringent multiple testing correction.
To sum up the prognostic value of these spike (sub)bands, a SBS was defined for each patient, which was prognostic both as a continuous and as a dichotomous variables in two independent cohorts of patients. In multivariate testing, SBS remained independent of del17p in the HM cohort. In this analysis, the two previously reported GEP-based risk scores (UAMS-HRS 17 and IFM 18 ), the gene expression based proliferation index, 43 t(4;14), ISS and β2-microglobulin were not independent of del17 and SBS. Comparing these prognostic factors two by two in the UAMS-TT2 cohort, SBS remained significant compared to UAMS-HRS, IFM, GPI, a. Kassambara et al. 628 haematologica | 2012; 97(4) Figure 5 . spike MMSET, and del17p (Online Supplementary Table S10 ). Multivariate analysis of the six prognostic factors together in the UAMS-TT2 cohort showed that UAMS-HRS was independent of del17p and spike MMSET. Taking both these results together, these data indicate that there is an interrelation between SBS and UAMS-HRS, i.e. part of the prognostic power of the UAMS-HRS is potentially explainable by the expression of spike genes. Thus, the strong prognostic value of the SBS in an independent cohort of patients suggests that gene spiking mechanisms are important pathophysiological mechanisms. The spiking mechanisms could involve DNA alterations (change in DNA copy number, translocation, mutation), epigenetic regulation, or physiological regulation. Genomic rearrangement is clearly a spiking mechanism, since recurrent MM translocations (involving FGFR3, MMSET, CCND1, CCND3, or MAF genes and IG loci) are all associated with spike gene expression (in category I, Figure 1 ). Another line of evidence is that spectral karyotyping in 12 HMCL, identifying complex DNA rearrangements, revealed unique association of spike genes and translocation-associated breakpoints involving the corresponding gene locus. This was illustrated for CFH, EMP1, and NID2 genes, whose expression is spiked only in the HMCL with a breakpoint involving the cytoband containing the gene (Figure 2 ). Of note, no novel translocations involving IGH or IGL loci in association with spike expression of the gene partners were identified using spectral karyotyping in these 12 HMCL. This suggests that novel translocations involving IGH or IGL loci are rare. As whole genome sequencing becomes less expensive, this can be further investigated sequencing a large number of primary MM cell samples and HMCL together with spike gene identification. It can also be investigated by selecting probes specific for the three immunoglobulin loci and probes for some of the recurrent spiked genes.
Increase in DNA copy number is not a spiking mechanism. This is not surprising since the algorithm we used to pick up spike genes ([signal ≥ Q3 + 3(Q3-Q1)], Q3 and Q1 being quartiles 3 and 1 of probe set signals among patients' samples) is stringent. A spike signal would not occur with the 1.5-3 fold increase in gene expression expected with an increased DNA copy number. For the same reason there was no link between gender and spike expression of sex chromosome genes. An aberrant expression can be due to a functional upregulation. One example is the proliferation of MM cells, which appears concomitantly to expression of a large number of cell-cycle genes. 44 The spike expression of CCNE2, encoding for cyclin E, is illustrative (see Online  Supplementary Figure S3) . Another possibility is genes that are targets of an upstream amplified gene product, a transcription factor for example. This mechanism could be analyzed further using correlation network modeling as exemplified for MAF and MMSET in Figure 3 .
Just over one third of the spike (sub)bands (55 of 149; 36.9%) had prognostic value, despite the use of a stringent Benjamini Hochberg multiple testing correction. Two prognostic groups of MM patients could be predicted with our training HM cohort and were strongly validated with the test UMAS-TT2 cohort. An explanation is that some of the 344 spike genes associated with these prognostic spike (sub)bands encode for proteins modulating tumor survival, proliferation, growth and/or drug resistance. The list of these 344 genes is provided in Online Supplementary Table  S9 . They are equally distributed in the five spike categories displayed in Figure 1 (21.5% in category I, 18 .6% in category II, 23.3% in category III, 19.8% in category IV and 16.8% in category V). These genes encode for proteins in various pathways, mainly cell growth and proliferation, cell death, cell development, cell function, maintenance and movement. Some of these 344 spike genes have already been documented as prognostic genes, including cancer testis antigens (MAGED4, XAGE1A, SSX2, XAGE1A, GAGE1, GAGE3) and CKS1B.
The method used in this study was developed with Affymetrix microarrays. It is of note that not all Affymetrix probe sets work "properly", i.e. show a 100% sensitivity and specificity. This is because Affymetrix probe sets were designed using bioinformatics tools with understandable possible errors in "biological efficacy". In addition, these probe sets cover different parts of the mRNA and work more efficiently when targeting the 3' part because of more efficient reverse transcription. This known imperfection of Affymetrix probe sets is not a major hurdle, providing that biological or clinical markers are used to select and validate them. This is the case for the probe sets used to build the SBS since this score was strongly prognostic in two independent cohorts of patients. There should be no difficulty in applying the current spike method to data obtained with other provider arrays although we could not check this since such data are not publicly available for patients with MM. The current method could be extended to other cancers, in particular to compare the frequency and the location of spike (sub)bands in various cancers, and to look for any associations with cancer type, localization and metastasis. 
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